
ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION (301 to 400) 

301 One who is all powerful Omnipotent 

302 One who is always doubting Sceptic 

303 One who is beyond reforms Incorrigible 

304 One who is converted from one religion to other Proselyte 

305 One who is fond of fighting Bellicose 

306 One who is greedy Voracious 

307 One who is honourably discharged from service Emeritus 

308 One who is in charge of museum Curator 

309 One who is indifferent to pain and pleasure Stoic 

310 One who is unable to pay one's debt Bankrupt 

311 One who journeys from place to place Itinerant 

312 One who knows everything Omniscient 

313 One who knows many languages Polyglot 

314 One who lends money at a very high interest Usurer 

315 One who loves books Bibliophile 

316 One who loves or supports his or her country and is willing to defend it Patriot 

317 One who offers his services of his own freewill Volunteer 

318 One who performs daring gymnastics feats Acrobat 

319 One who plays for pleasure rather than as a professional Amateur 

320 One who practices one of fine arts Artist 

321 One who pretend to be what he is not Hypocrite 

322 One who resides in a country of which he is not a citizen Alien 

323 One who secretly listens to talks of others Eavesdropper 

324 One who sneers at the aims and beliefs of his fellow men Cynic 

325 One who speaks for others Spokesman 

326 One who stays away from school without permission Truant 

327 One who studies election trend by means of opinion polls Psephologist 

328 One who takes care of a building Warden 

329 One who thinks or speaks too much of himself Egoist 

330 One who uses fear as a weapon of power Terrorist 

331 One who walks in sleep Somnambulist 

332 One whose motive is merely to get money Mercenary 

333 Opposed to great or sudden change Conservative 

334 Paper/ story/ poem first written out by hand Manuscript 

335 Part of a church in which bells hang Belfry 

336 Partner in crime Accomplice 

337 Parts of a country behind the coast or a river bank Hinterland 

338 Person believing in free will Libertarian 

339 Person leading a life of strict self-discipline Ascetic 

340 Person who believes that God is everything and everything is God Pantheist 

341 Person who eats too much Glutton 

342 Person who files a suit Plaintiff 

343 Person who insists on adherence to formal rules or literary meaning Pedant 

344 Pertaining to cattle Bovine 

345 Place of burial (especially not in churchyard) Cemetery 

346 Place that provide refuge Asylum 

347 Place where wine is made Brewery 

348 Placing a thing besides another Juxtapose 

349 Policeman riding on motorcycles as guards to a VIP Outriders 

350 Present opposing arguments or evidence Rebut 



351 Pretended attack Feint 

352 Prohibited by law or treaty from being imported or exported Contraband 

353 Property inherited from one's father or ancestors Patrimony 

354 Providing relief Reprieve 

355 Quibble (to avoid giving a direct answer to a question in order to hide the truth) Prevaricate 

356 Ready to believe anything Credulous 

357 Rebellion against lawful authority Mutiny 

358 Regard for others as a principle of action Altruism 

359 Related to moon Lunar 

360 Relating to kinship with the father Patrilineal 

361 Relationship by blood or birth Consanguinity 

362 Release of a prisoner from jail on certain terms and condition Parole 

363 Rules governing socially acceptable behavior Etiquette 

364 Scale used for measuring the strength of an earthquake Richter 

365 Science of diseases Pathology 

366 Science of Human mind and behavior Psychology 

367 Science of the races of mankind Ethnology 

368 Science regarding principles of classification Taxonomy 

369 Seeing something which is not actually present Hallucination 

370 Send or bring somebody back to his own country Repatriate 

371 Sentimental longing for a period in a past Nostalgia 

372 Severely abusive writing in journals Scurrilous 

373 Shaking movement of the ground Tremor 

374 Simple, fast-spreading plant without flowers or leaves, which can often cause disease Fungus 

375 Small pieces of metal that fly out from an exploding bomb Shrapnel 

376 Soldiers who fight on horseback Cavalry 

377 Someone having many skills Versatile 

378 Someone who is designated to hear both sides of a dispute and make a judgement Arbitrator 

379 Someone who scientifically studies the birds Ornithologist 

380 Something capable of being done Feasible 

381 Something kept as a reminder of an event Souvenir 

382 Something no longer in use Obsolete 

383 Something that can be heard Audible 

384 Something that cannot be explained Inexplicable 

385 Something that causes death Fatal 

386 Something that is difficult to believe Incredible 

387 Something that is poisonous and unhealthy Toxic 

388 Something that might happen in the future Contingency 

389 Something which is imagined to be real but actually does not exist Figment 

390 Something which is not thorough or profound Superficial 

391 Special trial of the Head of State by Parliament Impeachment 

392 Speed of an object in one direction Velocity 

393 Spoken or done without preparation Extempore 

394 State of anxiety or dismay causing mental confusion Consternation 

395 
Stealthily done (something done in a quiet and secret way in order to avoid being 
noticed) Surreptitious 

396 Strong concentrated black coffee made under steam pressure Espresso 

397 Strong dislikes between two persons Antipathy 

398 Study of caves Speleology 

399 Study of mankind Anthropology 

400 Study of the nature of Gods Theology 

 


